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Complex solvation phenomena, such as specific ion effects, occur in polar liquids. Interpretation
of these effects in terms of structure and dispersion forces will lead to a greater understanding of
solvation. Herein, using molecular dynamics, we probe the structure of polar liquids through specific
dipolar pair correlation functions that contribute to the potential of mean force that is “felt” between
thermally rotating dipole moments. It is shown that unique dipolar order exists at separations at least
up to 20 Å for all liquids studied. When the structural order is compared with a dipolar dispersion
force that arises from local co-operative enhancement of dipole moments, a strong agreement is
found. Lifshitz theory of dispersion forces was compared with the structural order, where the theory
is validated for all liquids that do not have significant local dipole correlations. For liquids that do
have significant local dipole correlations, specifically liquid water, Lifshitz theory underestimates the
dispersion force by a factor of 5–10, demonstrating that the force that leads to the increased structure
in liquid water is missed by Lifshitz theory of van der Waals forces. We apply similar correlation
functions to an ionic aqueous system, where long-range order between water’s dipole moment and
a single chloride ion is found to exist at 20 Å of separation, revealing a long-range perturbation of
water’s structure by an ion. Furthermore, we found that waters within the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd solvation
shells of a chloride ion exhibit significantly enhanced dipolar interactions, particularly with waters at
larger distances of separation. Our results provide a link between structures, dispersion forces, and
specific ion effects, which may lead to a more robust understanding of solvation. Published by AIP
Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5005581

I. INTRODUCTION

Complex solvation phenomena occur in polar liquids,
which include specific ion effects in aqueous1,2 and non-
aqueous systems,3 solvophobic effects that reduce the solu-
bility and drive the coalescence of apolar species immersed
in polar liquids4,5 as well as the high surface energies of
polar liquids.6 The mechanistic driving force behind these
phenomena is not well understood but is likely related to
the perturbation of the liquid’s structure by solutes and inter-
faces7 and how that enhances or diminishes intermolecular
correlations. The complexity of liquid water, as one exam-
ple, is thought to be due to a combination of small size and a
distinct polar charge distribution within the water molecule.8

For polar liquids, and water in particular, there exists strong
orientation-dependent attractive interactions which can have
a substantial structural influence.9,10 Given the importance of
such systems to industry and biology, there is a great inter-
est in the elucidation of the intermolecular structure of polar
liquids.

Polar liquids exhibit more structural order than nonpo-
lar liquids, resulting from the electric fields around each
molecule’s dipole moment, which causes a hindering of the

a)Electronic mail: quinn.besford@gmail.com

rotation of neighbouring dipole moments, relative to itself.11,12

Oster and Kirkwood13 suggested that hindered molecular rota-
tion due to local correlations in the orientations of neighbour-
ing molecules might augment or diminish the contributions
of individual molecular dipoles to the macroscopic dielectric
constant of the liquid. Kirkwood14 showed that this contribu-
tion is as significant as the molecular dipole moment alone.
Other macroscopic properties, such as the long-range forces
that are “felt” between surfaces immersed in polar liquids,15

are also likely a result of local interactions that have long-range
influence. These latter phenomena are generally attributed to
dispersion forces.16,17

Spectroscopic and neutron scattering methods have suc-
cessfully been used to analyze local liquid structure, such as
spatial density functions,18 hydrogen bonding dynamics,19 and
radial distribution functions [g(r)].20 In particular, second har-
monic scattering methods have revealed information on the
structure at interfaces and around solutes in great detail, where
the method can measure coherent and incoherent scattered
light, which contains contributions from cooperative scattering
of neighbouring molecules whose positions and orientations
are correlated, and those from different regions of the liq-
uid, respectively.21–23 However, molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations allow for a greater probe of long-range struc-
ture from knowledge of the exact locations and orientations
of each molecule.24,25 MD methods, often in combination
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with experiment, have provided valuable information on local
structuring in liquids, particularly around solutes and inter-
faces.26–28 However, the analysis of long-range structure from
both MD simulations and experimental methods crucially
depends on the type of order parameter that is used to analyze
the structure [e.g., g(r), tetrahedral order, hydrogen bonding].
Consequently, such methods can only provide information
on long-range order in liquids if the functional form of the
correlations that lead to the order is known. For example, pair-
distribution functions obtained from MD, theoretical predic-
tions, or scattering experiments only provide a partial descrip-
tion of the higher dimensional intermolecular correlation func-
tion that depends on both the positions and orientations of the
molecules.29

Analysis of dipolar correlation functions have revealed
long-range order in liquid water,30 and the perturbation of
this order by simple and ionic solutes31,32 and interfaces.33

The dominating long-range order in liquid water has generally
been found in the longitudinal part of the dipole-dipole ori-
entational correlations, which has been suggested to be due
to an underlying network of fluctuating hydrogen bonds.34

Using density functional theory, Liu and Wu29 have shown
that liquid water has orientational correlations at separations
of about 40 Å, and the angular correlation function attenu-
ates in an oscillatory manner. Given that water can perturb
the dynamics of biomolecular interactions directly in the first
solvation shell and indirectly at several solvation shells of sep-
aration,35 an understanding of the long-range orientational
correlations in water is necessary for understanding solva-
tion in biology. Specifically, linking this structural order to
the intermolecular forces within water and its perturbation by
solutes.

Liquid water is the most studied liquid due to its impor-
tance in biology, but it is not immediately clear to what extent
other polar liquids exhibit long-range order and how similar
or different it is from liquid water. In order to gain a bet-
ter understanding of the molecular role of the orientational
correlations in solvation, the long-range structure of polar liq-
uids needs to be directly quantified and further analysed with
respect to intermolecular forces in order to elucidate how it
relates to the dispersion forces. Only by relating liquid struc-
ture to dispersion forces within the liquid can the role of
solvation in macroscopic phenomena within polar liquids be
better interpreted.

Herein, we quantify dipolar order in various polar liq-
uids through a specific set of pair correlation functions that
describe correlations in orientations between thermally rotat-
ing permanent dipole moments. These dipole correlations
have recently been shown to capture the hydrophobic effect,
i.e., the signature, temperature dependent, solvation entropy
of nonpolar molecules in water.36 The orientational order
of dipoles manifests as a local co-operative enhancement of
dipole moments and is associated with a potential of mean
force (PMF). This orientational order can also be described
macroscopically as a dispersion force between dipoles via a
mean field treatment. We directly compare the simulated ori-
entational PMF with a macroscopic dipolar dispersion force
for a range of polar liquids, where a strong agreement is
found. Our results point toward a direct relationship between

orientational dipolar order in polar liquids and dipolar disper-
sion forces.

II. THEORY

The angular-dependent radial distribution function
(RDF), gij, between two dipole moments of a liquid, µ1 of
molecular species i and µ2 of molecular species j separated
by r, may be given in terms of the angular dependent PMF
as36

gij(r, µ1, µ2) = exp(−βWij(r, µ1, µ2)), (1)

where β = (kBT )−1, T is the absolute temperature, kB Boltz-
mann’s constant, and Wij is the PMF. The expansion of the
angular-dependent functions in Eq. (1) in the basis of rotational
invariants,37 Φl1l2l(r̂, µ̂1, µ̂2), gives

−βWij
S (r) −

∑
l1

∑
l2

l1+l2∑
l≥ |l1−l2 |

βWij
l1l2l(r)Φ11l2l

= log *.
,
gij

S (r) +
∑

l1

∑
l2

l1+l2∑
l≥ |l1−l2 |

hij
l1l2l(r)Φ11l2l

+/
-

, (2)

where hij
l1l2l is an expansion coefficient describing preferential

modes of dipole orientations selected byΦl1l2l and the subscript
“S” denotes the term independent of dipole orientation. Gray
and Gubbins38 describe the allowed values of the indices in
the hl1l2l dipolar pair correlation functions. The contribution of
dipole correlations hij

l1l2l to the angular averaged PMF, ωij(r)

= −kBT log(gij
S (r)), is expressed as

ωij(r) =Wij
S (r)

− kBT〈log *.
,
1 +

∑
l1

∑
l2

l1+l2∑
l≥ |l1−l2 |

hij
l1l2l(r)

gij
S (r)

Φ11l2l
+/
- 〉µ1,µ2

.

(3)

The expansion of the logarithm in Eq. (3) to the second order in
rotational invariants for correlations between pairs of solvent
molecules, i.e., i = j = s, yields

ωss(r) =Wss
S (r) + φ(r) + O

(
(hss

l1l2l(r))3/(gss
S (r))3

)
, (4)

φ(r) = −kBT
1

2(gss
S (r))2

∑
l1

∑
l2

l1+l2∑
l≥ |l1−l2 |

(hss
l1l2l(r))2, (5)

where φ(r) is an orientation-independent contribution to the
PMF arising from orientational correlation between dipoles.
Note that hl1l2l(r) can be calculated from MD simulations via
hl1l2l(r) = 〈Φ〉µ1,µ2, |r |=r and that the φ(r) computed from the
simulated hl1l2l(r) is denoted φMD(r) for clarity. The first few
real-valued rotational invariants are

Φ1,1,0(r̂, µ̂1, µ̂2) = −
√

3µ̂1 · µ̂2, ↑↑ or →→, (6)

Φ1,1,2(r̂, µ̂1, µ̂2)

= −

√
3
2

(3(µ̂1 · r̂)(µ̂2 · r̂) − (µ̂1 · µ̂2)), ↑↓ or →→, (7)
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Φ1,0,1(r̂, µ̂1) =
√

3µ̂1 · r̂, →, (8)

where (l1l2l) = (110) gives the tendency for dipoles to align
parallel or head-to-tail, (l1l2l) = (112) gives the tendency
for dipoles to adopt low energy configurations, and (l1l2l)
= (101) gives the tendency for a dipole to point toward another
molecule. Since φ(r) is always negative, it produces an attrac-
tive force between pairs of polar molecules. The slowest decay-
ing correlation function in Eq. (5) is the h112 function,39 which
has a limiting form of

lim
r→∞

h112(r) =

√
2
3

(ε − 1)2

4πyρε
1

r3
, (9)

where y = 4πρµ2/9kBT, ρ is the number density, and ε is the
static permittivity. It is this function that dominates φ(r) at large
distances. Following the analysis of Ref. 36, the asymptotic
form of φ(r) may be expressed in terms of the macroscopic
dielectric properties of a liquid as

φ∞(r) = lim
r→∞

φ(r) = −
kBT

2

(
lim
r→∞

h112(r)
)2

(10)

= −kBT
27g2

K (ε − 1)2

16π2(1 + 2ε)2ρ2

1

r6
(11)

= −kBT
27g2

K

64π2

[
1 + O

(
1
ε

)]
1

ρ2r6
, (12)

where gK is the Kirkwood g-factor, which describes the
average alignment of dipoles, given as

gK =

〈
|M |2

〉
N µ2

, (13)

where
〈
|M |2

〉
is the mean-squared total dipole moment of

N molecules. Equation (11) is an exact result for a fluid of
rigid dipoles, the strength of which is proportional to g2

K .
Recently, Liu et al.36 reported that the hydrophobic effect,
i.e., the signature, temperature dependent, solvation entropy
of nonpolar molecules in water, is largely due to the interac-
tions between dipole moments that are found in Eqs. (5) and
(11). Herein, we provide direct comparisons between liquid
structure, as found in φMD(r), and intermolecular forces, as
found in φ∞(r), for various polar liquids and an ionic aqueous
system.

III. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
A. Model construction

The polar liquids studied in this work were water,
methanol, 50% water 50% methanol, ethanol, 1-propanol,
and 1-butanol. The polar aprotic liquids studied in this
work were acetone, acetonitrile, and N,N-dimethylformamide.
Cubic simulation boxes comprising 2112 molecules of water
and 960 solvent molecules for all other systems were con-
structed with initial box dimensions based on the experimental
density of the solvent, approximately 40 × 40 × 40 Å3. For
the simulation of a chloride ion in water, a single chloride ion
was placed in the centre of a box of 2112 water molecules. An
additional simulation of a single sodium and chloride ion in
water (2112 molecules) was also performed to check the effect

of system charge neutrality. For this simulation, the sodium
and chloride ions were started at the furthermost separations.
Larger boxes of approximately 100 × 100 × 100 Å3 compris-
ing 33 000 water molecules and 7680 1-butanol molecules,
respectively, were also constructed by the same method.

B. Simulation

For all fixed-charge force field MD simulations, parame-
ters from the Condensed-phase Optimized Molecular Poten-
tials for Atomistic Simulation Studies (COMPASS) force
field40 were applied. We have previously used this force field to
study systems with water at hydrophobic41 and hydrophilic42

interfaces. For the Lennard-Jones parameters of the chloride
ion in the 9-6 functional form,40 we applied a sigma value of
5.3 Å and epsilon of 0.09 kcal/mol, based on a comparison
of radial distribution functions (RDFs) and self-diffusion con-
stants from MD simulations with experimental values.43,44 We
chose the COMPASS force field for this work because all of
the solvents studied (water, alcohols up to propanol, and all
three of the polar aprotic solvents) were part of the original
force field validation set and show a good agreement between
experimental and simulated densities and heats of vaporiza-
tion.40 For simulations of water and alcohol, we applied the
published parameters of COMPASS in the open-source MD
code Large-Scale Atomic/Molecular Massive Parallel Simu-
lator (LAMMPS).45 For the simulations of aprotic solvents,
we applied the COMPASS force field implemented in the
Forcite MD code.46 Electrostatic interactions beyond a 15.5
Å cutoff were evaluated with the particle-particle-particle-
mesh (PPPM) summation method with an accuracy of 10�5

kcal/mol, and van der Waals interactions were assessed with
an atom-based summation using a 15.5 Å cutoff and tail cor-
rection. MD simulations were run in the isothermal-isobaric
(NpT ) ensemble, using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat and baro-
stat to maintain a temperature of 298 K and a pressure of
1 atm, with a time step of 1 fs, and an output frequency of
20 ps.

All simulations were run for 25 ns, with equilibration for
the first 5 ns, and analysis performed on the final 20 ns. The
simulation of the chloride ion in water was run for a total of
105 ns, with analysis performed on the final 100 ns. For the
polarizable solvents, we used the polarizer tool in LAMMPS47

to apply the SWM4-NDP48 and mod-CHARMM/PARAM-
2249 force field parameters to the existing water and ethanol
boxes, respectively. The simulations were run in LAMMPS
following the procedure outlined by Dequidt et al.,47 with
all other settings identical to the fixed-charge force field
simulations.

IV. RESULTS

The interaction of two thermally rotating dipole moments,
as quantified by the pair correlations in φ(r), may be calculated
from simulated trajectories of polar molecules. We performed
MD simulations of various polar liquids, including water, with
the COMPASS40 force field and the (NpT ) ensemble, with
initial cubic box dimensions in excess of 40 Å in each cardinal
direction, containing 960 molecules for non-water systems and
2112 molecules for water systems.
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The pair correlations that are quantified by MD trajecto-
ries we label as φMD(r), to distinguish them from the asymp-
totic form, which are shown for all liquids in Fig. 1 (dark blue
dots), along with the respective RDFs (red dashed lines). For
all liquids simulated, long-range correlations between perma-
nent dipole moments exist at molecular separations at least up
to 20 Å. Zhang and Galli32 have shown that dipolar order,
as observed through a radial dipole-dipole spatial correla-
tion function, varies considerably depending on the size of
the simulated system. We validated that the φMD(r) function
is consistent regardless of system size for pure water and
pure 1-butanol correlations by comparing a system of 2112
molecules to one of 33 000 molecules and of 960 molecules–
7680 molecules, respectively, where no significant differ-
ence was observed between the systems (see supplementary
material).

The short-range oscillations in φMD(r) appear to qualita-
tively match the position of the oscillations in the g(r), though
the φMD(r) correlations clearly exist at greater length scales
than the g(r). Dipolar orientational correlations have previ-
ously been observed at the nm scale by MD simulations and
density functional theory (DFT) calculations for liquid water.50

Mathias and Tavan30 have used unique pair correlation func-
tions to show that TIP3P liquid water51 exhibits solvation
shell-like structures up to distances of 12.5 Å, in agreement
with Fig. 1(a). However, we show not only that dipolar order
exists over large distances but also how the preferential orienta-
tions of dipole moments found in the hss

l1l2l correlation functions
contribute to φMD(r) and ultimately to the free energy of the
fluid.36

Comparing the different liquids, noticeable differences in
the oscillations in the correlations exist, highlighting differ-
ences in dipolar order for each of the liquids that are likely
related to molecular size and shape. This is consistent with
Oster and Kirkwood’s work,13 which showed that the nature
of orientational correlations between thermally rotating dipole
moments is not determined only by the molecular dipoles
alone but also by the location of the permanent dipole moment
within the polar molecule. In particular, φMD(r) for water is
very well converged at distances approaching 20 Å, whereas
those for DMF and acetonitrile still exhibit clear oscillations
at these distances. For 1-butanol, 1-propanol, and methanol,
the functions are not as well converged in the same simula-
tion time, which may be indicative of less structuring in these
liquids.

The asymptotic result for the same dipolar correlations,
φ∞(r), as given by Eq. (11), is overlaid on top of the other func-
tions in Fig. 1 (solid red lines). Comparing the initial spike and
the long-range tail in φMD(r) to the asymptotic φ∞(r), it is seen
that the asymptotic form matches the decay in φMD(r) reason-
ably well. The greatest agreement is found for water and ace-
tone, whereas the poorest agreement is found for acetonitrile.
This latter result may stem from another force that influences
the macroscopic dielectrics; this may include those stemming
from dipole-quadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole interac-
tions. However, for all other liquids studied, a reasonable
agreement is found, and furthermore the comparisons high-
light that the φMD(r) interaction decays as 1/r6, as does any
other van der Waals force. This shows that the φ(r) interaction
is a dipolar dispersion force. It is important to note that there

FIG. 1. Full form φMD(r) functions calculated from MD
trajectories generated with the COMPASS force field40

for water (a), methanol (b), ethanol (c), 1-propanol (d),
1-butanol (e), acetone (f), acetonitrile (g), and N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF) (h) along with the asymptotic
functions, φ∞(r), the Lifshitz theory prediction, φL(r),
the radial distribution functions, g(r), and the Kirkwood
g-factor, gK . Note that all calculations are performed on
the simulated liquid dielectric properties.

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-147-005743
ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-147-005743
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are no free parameters for these calculations of dipolar order.
The φMD(r) results are based only on simulated MD trajec-
tories, and the φ∞(r) results are based only on the simulated
macroscopic dielectric properties for the same simulated sys-
tems. This key result suggests that the φ∞(r) dipolar dispersion
interaction is the driving force for the long-range structural
features of the polar liquids in Fig. 1.

Lifshitz theory52,53 can be used to estimate dispersion
forces from knowledge of the bulk dielectric spectra of the
materials from which the interacting bodies are made.54 The
theory has successfully been used to estimate the properties of
non-polar systems;55 however, the theory often fails for liquid
water.6 We look to compare the structure found in φMD(r), and
the dispersion force from φ∞(r), with Lifshitz theory estimates
of van der Waals forces between molecules in the polar liq-
uids. It is crucial to note that φMD(r) and φ∞(r) are in no way
dependent on Lifshitz theory.

Following the discussion by Israelachvili6 (see Chap.
13), the approximate non-retarded Hamaker constant for two
identical phases interacting across a vacuum may be given
as

A ≈
3
4

kBT

(
ε − 1
ε + 1

)2

+
3hve

16
√

2

(n2 − 1)2

(n2 + 1)3/2
, (14)

where h is Planck’s constant, 3e is the main electronic absorp-
tion frequency in the UV, and n is refractive index of the
medium in the visible region. The first term in Eq. (14) cor-
responds to the zero-frequency energy of the van der Waals
interaction, which includes the Keesom and Debye dipolar
contributions. The second term gives the dispersion energy
that includes London energy contributions. Here, we only
consider the effective dispersion force that arises from orien-
tational order between permanent dipole moments. We make
no attempt to compare against electronic dispersion and Lon-
don dispersion forces; therefore, only the first term in Eq. (14)
is needed to calculate the dipolar dispersion van der Waals
interaction (i.e., the zero-frequency dielectric contribution).

The van der Waals interaction between two molecules in
a liquid may be expressed as

φvdw = −
C

r6
, (15)

where

C =
A

π2ρ2
. (16)

Substituting the first term of Eq. (14) into Eq. (16), the
approximate Lifshitz expression for the zero-frequency non-
retarded Lifshitz interaction between two permanent dipole
moments, from Eq. (15), may be written as

φL(r) ≈ −kBT
3
4

(ε − 1)2

π2ρ2(ε + 1)2

1

r6
. (17)

It should be noted that Eq. (17) is an approximate expres-
sion and is non-vanishing at short or long length-scales,
where it is expected short-range interactions will disappear
at separations approaching molecular dimensions and at large
length-scales where retardation effects become apparent. We
only provide Lifshitz theory here for comparative purposes
to the structure found in φMD(r) and to the decay of φ∞(r).
The differences between Eqs. (11) and (17) should be noted;

primarily, the lack of gK in the Lifshitz expression. It is this
local correlation of dipole moments that is missed by Lif-
shitz theory due to the assumption of a structureless dielectric
continuum.

We compare Lifshitz theory for dipolar dispersion forces,
φL, at short-length scales to φMD(r) and φ∞(r) in Fig. 1 (red
solid lines). Lifshitz theory matches the φMD(r) correlations
for most liquids, except for liquid water, where it is about a
factor of 10 too weak. Out of all the liquids in Fig. 1, liquid
water is the only liquid with a significant gK . Therefore, the
reason for the difference in liquid water is likely the result
of the neglect of local dipole correlations in Lifshitz theory.
It is therefore this local dipolar interaction that leads to an
enhanced 1/r6 attraction in liquid water and that is correctly
handled through φ∞(r). It is likely that this neglect is also the
source of the theory’s failure for other water systems, such as
for the “hydrophobic interaction” between non-polar surfaces
immersed in water,56–58 where Lifshitz theory also underes-
timates the force by about an order of magnitude. For other
liquids, the φL(r) interaction matches the φMD(r) structure rea-
sonably well, where it is marginally greater than the φ∞(r)
interaction, which may indicate where Lifshitz theory incorpo-
rates an additional dipolar interaction than those that are found
in both φMD(r) and φ∞(r). However, the comparisons between
φMD(r) and φL(r) validate Lifshitz theory for polar liquids that
have gK ≈ 1. It must be noted that before the φ∞(r) interac-
tion can be applied to macroscopic systems, the modulation of
the interaction by ions4 must first be fully characterized and
understood.

The effects of having explicit terms for molecular polar-
ization in the force field on the φ(r) interactions was investi-
gated by simulating liquid water and ethanol with the SWM4-
NDP48 and mod-CHARMM/PARAM-2249 polarizable force
fields, respectively. The φMD(r) interaction for the polarizable
water model (Fig. 2) agrees well with the COMPASS force
field [Fig. 1(a)] and also the SPC/E and TIP4P water models.36

Furthermore, asymptotic φ∞(r) also match. For the polariz-
able ethanol, we find that the dipole correlations are enhanced
in comparison with the COMPASS force field [Fig. 1(c)],
which is a consequence of the polarizable ethanol having
gK ≈ 3, in better agreement with experiment59 (gK = 2.9),
and compared to COMPASS ethanol (gK ≈ 1). Furthermore,
Lifshitz theory underestimates the magnitude of the dipo-
lar dispersion force for both liquids, consistent with the

FIG. 2. A comparison of the full dipolar correlations φMD(r) for polar-
izable models of both water (SWM4-NDP48) and of ethanol (mod-
CHARMM/PARAM-2249) along with their asymptotic functions φ∞(r), and
the Lifshitz theory prediction φL(r).
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theory’s neglect of gK . Asymptotic φ∞(r) captures both liquids
reasonably well, albeit over estimating the ethanol interaction
marginally.

The systems studied thus far have revealed unique struc-
tural features for homogenous liquids and the relative strength
of dipolar dispersion forces within them. Analysis of how
these features change when liquids are mixed may offer fur-
ther insight into the nature of dipolar correlations in solvation
and miscibility. Mixtures of water and methanol are particu-
larly interesting from a structural viewpoint as both liquids are
highly associating but exhibit different patterns of hydrogen
bonding,60 and when the two liquids are mixed, the entropy of
the system increases far less than expected for an ideal solution
of randomly mixed molecules.61 This system was therefore
investigated by simulating a water/methanol mixture (50:50)
with the COMPASS force field.40 Figure 3 shows the φMD(r)
functions for pure methanol, pure water, and for a mixed sys-
tem of water-methanol, which reveals all correlations decay in
a similar manner as separations approach 20 Å. The onset of
the water-methanol correlations occurs about halfway between
that for the pure systems, which is a consequence of the size
of the molecules. This shows that permanent dipole moments
adapt to correlate with other permanent dipole moments in
different molecules. An interesting extension of these simula-
tions will be an investigation of the entropy changes in φMD(r)
for a transition from pure to mixed systems, which is currently
under investigation.

Recently, the influence of various atomic ions on water’s
long-range dipolar correlations was reported,62 where it was
found that the presence of a single ion can modulate the pair
correlations that contribute to the hydrophobic effect.36 Fur-
thermore, the ion’s presence induces new correlations between
permanent dipole moments and the ion itself; the free energy
of which results in a Hofmeister series for different ions,62

demonstrating specific ion effects with respect to dipole-ion
correlations. Here, the interest is on the structure and length-
scale of the perturbation of water’s structure induced by an
ion’s presence, as found in similar dipole correlations to those
in φMD(r).

To describe the correlations between a permanent dipole
moment in water with an ion, only one dipole moment is
needed, assuming the ion is not polarized, where the correla-
tions are between water’s dipole moment and the ion’s center
[see Eq. (8), for example]. The same treatment for φMD(r)
applies, though many of the correlation functions hl1l2l now
vanish. The water-ion correlations may be written in terms of

FIG. 3. The φMD(r) functions for a heterogeneous system of methanol and
water (50:50) along with the φMD(r) functions for the respective pure systems.

a potential of mean force ψMD(r), given as

ψMD(r) = −kBT
1

2(gαw(r))2

∞∑
n=1

(hn0n(r))2, (18)

where α and 4 denote an ion and water, respectively. The
correlations between water’s dipole moment and the chloride
ion, as determined from Eq. (18), are evaluated from simulated
trajectories of a single chloride ion in 2112 water molecules
with the COMPASS force field63 and are shown in Fig. 4.

Similar to correlations between two dipole moments
(Fig. 1), Fig. 4 shows correlations between water’s dipole
moment and a chloride ion that exist outwards of 20 Å away
from the chloride ion, where it is still non-vanishing, with
obvious oscillations in structure up until 12 Å of separation.
The initial peaks and troughs in the ψMD(r) function appear to
approximately match those in the g(r), but the oscillations in
ψMD(r) continue past the 2nd solvation shell in the g(r), where
it is possible to see what appears to be a 4th “shell” in the
ψMD(r) function at about 10 Å. It is important to note that the
structural order that is found in the ψMD(r) functions is a result
of strong orientational correlations between solvating water
and the ion. This cannot be found in the g(r) function, which
is a function of density, rather than orientation.

We performed a further simulation of a charge-neutral sys-
tem (NaCl in water), which produced the same correlations as
that in Fig. 4, clarifying that theψMD(r) function is not affected
by the lack of a counter ion (see supplementary material).

Following the treatment by Besford et al.,62 the contribu-
tion of ψMD(r) to the solvation free energy of the chloride ion
may be given as

GψMD = 4πρ
∫ ∞

0
drr2ψMD(r)gαw(r), (19)

which for the system in Fig. 4 is evaluated to be �26 kJ/mol, in
reasonable agreement for the same correlations for a chloride
ion in the SPC/E water model (�31 kJ/mol). Whilst a large por-
tion of the solvation free energy of an ion, which for chloride in
water is about �311 kJ/mol,62 originates from the electrostatic
forces related to the charge of the ion,64 the portion originat-
ing from GψMD is still significant in magnitude. Crucially, the
solvation free energy from GψMD is specific to the ion’s pertur-
bation of water’s structure that varies in a Hofmeister series
for different ions,62 thus demonstrating a specific ion effect
with respect to dipole-ion correlations in an ionic aqueous
solution.

FIG. 4. MD results for the long-range correlations between water’s dipole
moment and a single chloride ion, ψMD(r) (blue line), and the RDF between
water’s oxygen and the ion (red line).

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-147-005743
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The long-range correlations between thermally rotating
water molecules and the chloride ion are of a low energy, which
are unlikely to be easily determined by experiment, partic-
ularly when searching for ion-specific effects. For example,
femtosecond elastic second harmonic scattering (fs-ESHS)
measurements have been used to probe structural changes in
water induced by an ion’s presence, which have suggested
that specific ion effects are only found at high ionic con-
centrations (0.1M–1M).22 The ion-induced changes in water
structure are modulated differently depending on the ion, as
observed through the ψMD(r) correlations and the resulting
free energy; however, the structural differences are subtle,62

hence it is unclear at this point how this may relate to fs-ESHS
measurements. From a purely structural perspective, pressure
perturbation calorimetry measurements have shown that an
ion can affect water structure beyond one or two molecule
hydration layers,65 consistent with the ψMD(r) correlations.
This demonstrates how subtle changes in water’s structure
induced by an ion’s presence, with the associated free energy,
may modulate the solvation capacity of water around solutes.
The modulation of water’s properties will likely have con-
sequences for the solvation of complex solutes in aqueous
systems, such as stabilizing solvated proteins,66 where water
plays an important role in protein solvation dynamics.35

Recently, fs-ESHS was used to detect changes in the orien-
tational order of water molecules in bulk electrolyte solutions
over nanoscopic length scales,67 where it was found that the
fs-ESHS response in the concentration range of 1 µM–100
mM arises from water-water correlations induced by ions.
This fs-ESHS observation was captured by a simple mean-
field model that treats water molecules as non-interacting
dipoles orientated by the electrostatic field of ions.68 The
ψMD(r) functions show that the ion’s presence creates a new
structural order with respect to water-ion correlations; how-
ever, it is not clear what consequence this has for water-water
correlations.

Figure 5 shows the φMD(r) functions that were evaluated
between water molecules in the simulation in Fig. 4, where
at least one water molecule is within the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd sol-
vation shells around the chloride ion. It is clear that water
molecules within the 1st solvation shell experienced enhanced
interactions with other waters, which is also experienced by
waters in the 2nd and 3rd solvation shells, but to a lesser extent.

FIG. 5. The φMD(r) functions between water molecules within the simulated
system containing a chloride ion, where at least one water is in the first (red),
second (orange), and third (green) solvation shells of the chloride ion, and the
total φMD(r) for all water molecules in the system. The solvation shells are
evaluated from g(r) in Fig. 4, as 1st: 0–4.00 Å, 2nd: 4.01–6.40 Å, and 3rd:
6.41–8.40 Å.

However, when comparing to the total φMD(r) function across
the entire system, the waters within the first three solvation
shells have an enhanced long-ranged interaction with other
waters, especially between about 8 Å to almost 20 Å. These
results demonstrate a significant modulation of the water-water
interaction by the presence of a chloride ion. This is analogous
to other work which has shown the modulation of water-
water interactions by the presence of fluoride, iodide, lithium,
and cesium ions;62 however, here we have shown a longer-
ranged modulation of the interaction caused by a chloride
ion.

Finally, the application of Lifshitz theory to biological
systems, as a part of the Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Over-
beek theory,69 has long been hindered by its inability to account
for specific ion effects.70 This is attributed to the inconsistent
separation of forces into electrostatic (non-linear Poisson-
Boltzmann description) and van der Waals forces (linear Lif-
shitz theory).71,72 By combining a rigorous analysis of pair cor-
relations for the long-range dipolar order of polar liquids, with
comparisons to dispersion forces and ion-induced changes in
water’s structure and water-water interactions, our results point
toward a unified understanding of polar liquid structure with
dipolar dispersion forces that uniquely encompass specific ion
effects.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have performed a rigorous analysis of
liquid structure for various pure polar liquids, a mixed sys-
tem of water and methanol, and an ionic aqueous system of
chloride in water. Unique structural order was found for each
system which extends at least up to 20 Å of separation. This
structure was compared to a dispersion force that arises from
local co-operative enhancement of dipole moments, where
strong agreement was found, showing that the unique long-
range order is a result of a dipolar dispersion force between
thermally rotating dipole moments. For comparison, Lifshitz
theory of dipolar dispersion forces was compared with the
structural order whereby the theory was validated for polar liq-
uids that do not have local dipolar order, as quantified by the
Kirkwood g-factor, gK . For liquids that do have local dipole
correlations (i.e., gK > 1), specifically liquid water, Lifshitz
theory underestimates the force by about a factor of 5–10,
therefore demonstrating that the dipolar dispersion force that
leads to increased structure in liquid water is missed by Lifshitz
theory of van der Waals forces.

A similar set of pair correlation functions was applied to
a large system of water solvating a single chloride ion, where
orientational correlations in structure were found at 20 Å of
separation, demonstrating a significant range of influence of
an ion on water’s structure that cannot be found by density dis-
tribution functions. Furthermore, we found that waters within
the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd solvation shells of a chloride ion exhibit
significantly enhanced dipolar interactions, particularly with
waters at larger distances of separation.

By combining a thorough analysis of polar liquid struc-
ture with dispersion forces, our results provide new insight into
the mechanisms that lead to long-range order in polar liquids.
When accompanied with the observed ion-induced structural
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changes in water, our work points toward a unified theoret-
ical framework of dispersion forces and specific ion effects
in liquids, which may lead to a more robust understanding of
complex solvation phenomena.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for simulations that investi-
gate the effect of the electrostatic cutoff and larger system
sizes on φMD(r) functions, as well as the simulated properties
of each liquid, ψMD correlations for a charge neutral simula-
tion of NaCl in water, and the complete list of basis functions
that contribute to φMD(r).
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